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Abstract: Though the notion of exchangeability has been discussed in
the causal inference literature under various guises, it has rarely taken its
original meaning as a symmetry property of probability distributions. As
this property is a standard component of Bayesian inference, we argue that
in Bayesian causal inference it is natural to link the causal model, including
the notion of confounding and definition of causal contrasts of interest, to
the concept of exchangeability. Here we propose a probabilistic between-
group exchangeability property as an identifying condition for causal effects,
relate it to alternative conditions for unconfounded inferences (commonly
stated using potential outcomes) and define causal contrasts in the presence
of exchangeability in terms of posterior predictive expectations for further
exchangeable units. While our main focus is on a point treatment setting,
we also investigate how this reasoning carries over to longitudinal settings.

Keywords and phrases: Bayesian inference, Causal inference, Confound-
ing, Exchangeability, Posterior predictive inference.

1. Introduction

The concept of exchangeability has profound philosophical meaning in Bayesian
statistics. Recall that an infinite sequence of observable random variables (Yi)

∞
i=1

is exchangeable if, for all finite n,

Pr(Y1 = y1, . . . , Yn = yn) (1.1)

= Pr(Y1 = yρ(1), . . . , Yn = yρ(n)),

or (Y1, . . . , Yn)
d
= (Yρ(1), . . . , Yρ(n)), for any permutation ρ(.) of the indices. This

simple probabilistic definition plays a central, even totemic, role in Bayesian
inference; it leads to the definition of ‘parameters’ as functions of infinite se-
quences of observable quantities through de Finetti’s representation theorem
(de Finetti, 1929; a review of the original work is provided for example by
von Plato, 1989). This further facilitates probability statements on future, unob-
served quantities based on information contained in observed data, and justifies
the use of the posterior distribution as the basis for statistical inference (e.g.,
Bernardo and Smith, 1994, p. 173). In recent years, the term ‘exchangeability’,
or ‘conditional exchangeability’, has been increasingly used in the field of causal
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inference. However, it has acquired a specific meaning synonymous with part of
the ‘ignorability’ assumption as stated by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983), that
is, a certain conditional independence relationship between exposure (or treat-
ment), potential outcomes, and possible confounding variables. In this paper,
we study the links between the two usages of the term and point out their
common underlying probabilistic arguments. Furthermore, we propose a fully
Bayesian formulation of causal inference that is based on exchangeable repre-
sentations and includes Bayesian definitions of causal estimands. Our central
thesis is that de Finetti’s formulation of exchangeability is entirely sufficient to
give a coherent basis for causal inference, without the need to introduce special
constructs (such as potential outcomes), mathematical machinery (such as the
do-operator), or additional conditional independence assumptions.

1.1. Review of the de Finetti Representation for Exchangeable

Sequences and the Problem Setup

The de Finetti representation theorem for exchangeable sequences is a key math-
ematical result which underpins all Bayesian inference methodology. The orig-
inal version for binary sequences was generalized to any real-valued random
quantities by Hewitt and Savage (1955), and the generalized version has been
restated for example as Proposition 4.3 of Bernardo and Smith (1994). This
states that if (Yi)

∞
i=1 is an infinite exchangeable sequence of random variables

with probability law Pr, there exists a random probability measure, P , such that
conditionally on P , the Yn are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
with common distribution P . Moreover, with probability one, such a P is the
weak limit of the sequence of empirical distributions P̂n(B) = 1

n

∑n

i=1 1{Yi∈B},
where B ⊆ R. In Bayesian learning under exchangeability, the random prob-
ability measure P can be interpreted as an infinite-dimensional “parameter”,
with probability law, say Q, interpreted as the “prior” belief distribution. Hi-
erarchically, this means that Yi | P ∼i.i.d. P and P ∼ Q. In the notation that
follows we distinguish between the “marginal” measure, Pr, and the random
“parameter-conditional” measure, P , as the latter’s existence is implied by the
exchangeability property on the marginal distribution.

To characterize the conditional probability structures that appear in causal
settings, we need the notion of partial exchangeability originally introduced by
de Finetti (1938) and reviewed for example by Diaconis (1988). Partial ex-
changeability characterizes the comparability of units within subpopulations
that are formed, for example, by a (categorical) covariate. In our most basic
setting, we have Wi = (Yi, Zi, Xi) where Yi is an observable outcome, Zi is
an observable treatment/exposure, and Xi represents (typically a vector of)
possible confounding variables. For simplicity, we consider the case where all
variables take a finite number of possible values, possibly after discretizing con-
tinuous variables, so that Yi ∈ Y ≡ {0, 1, . . . , ℓ}, Zi ∈ Z ≡ {0, 1, . . . ,m} and
Xi ∈ X ≡ {0, 1, . . . , p}. However, we note that it is straightforward to generalize
everything that follows to continuous outcomes Yi (see for example Definition
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4.14 of Bernardo and Smith, 1994, for a generalization based on unrestricted
exchangeability for sequences with predictive sufficient statistics).

For the joint distribution, for any n ≥ 1 and combination of values zi ∈
Z, xi ∈ X with a positive probability, we have the factorization

Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Yi = yi, Zi = zi, Xi = xi)

)

= Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Yi = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi, Xi = xi)

)

× Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Xi = xi)

)

× Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Xi = xi)

)
.

Assuming exchangeability of the random vectors Wi over the individual indices
i, identity (1.1) becomes

Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Yi = yi, Zi = zi, Xi = xi)

)

= Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Yi = yρ(i), Zi = zρ(i), Xi = xρ(i))

)
,

where ρ permutes the individual indices. By considering permutations ρ that
preserve the values of Z and X (so that zρ(i) = zi and xρ(i) = xi), the exchange-
ability over i also implies that

Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Yi = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi, Xi = xi)

)
(1.2)

= Pr


⋂

z,x

⋂

i∈Inzx

(Yi = yρzx(i))

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi, Xi = xi)


 ,

where (z, x) ∈ Z × X and ρzx permutes the indices within the index set Inzx =
{1, . . . , n} ∩ {i : Zi = z,Xi = x}. Identity (1.2) corresponds to de Finetti’s
definition of partial exchangeability, and for example in the case of ℓ = 1,
implies the joint representation

Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Yi = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi, Xi = xi)

)
(1.3)

=

∫

P

∏

z,x

∏

i∈Inzx

P (Yi = yi | Zi = z,Xi = x;φzx) dQ(φ),
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where φ = (φ00, . . . , φmp), P (Yi = yi | Zi = z,Xi = x;φzx) = φyizx(1− φzx)
1−yi ,

Q(φ)

= lim
n−→∞

Pr

{
⋂

z,x

(∑n

i=1 1{Yi=1,Zi=z,Xi=x}∑n
i=1 1{Zi=z,Xi=x}

≤ φzx

)}
,

and

φzx = lim
n−→∞

∑n

i=1 1{Yi=1,Zi=z,Xi=x}∑n
i=1 1{Zi=z,Xi=x}

.

The interpretation of (1.3) is that within each treatment/covariate stratum the
outcomes are conditionally independent and distributed as Yi | (Zi = z,Xi =
x;φzx) ∼ Bernoulli(φzx), and Q, which is a multivariate cumulative distribu-
tion function, is the prior belief distribution on the long-run, stratum-specific
relative frequencies. Another interpretation is that the stratum-specific event
counts are sufficient statistics with binomial distributions. The model specifica-
tion would be completed by the specification of Q; a full discussion of the prior
specification is beyond our scope here, but we note two special cases. Assuming
φ00 = . . . = φmp would imply the exchangeability of the entire sequence (no
difference between the groups), whereas assuming the group-specific parame-
ters φzxs themselves to be exchangeable would imply a hierarchical form for the
representation (see for example Section 4.6.5 of Bernardo and Smith, 1994). We
note that the latter property is different from the between-group exchangeability
that we introduce in Section 3 for causal considerations.

While representations such as (1.3) enable statistical inferences on the un-
observable characteristics of the infinite sequences based on observable finite
sequences, further assumptions are needed for causal interpretations. Consider
for example the case of m = 1, with Z1 = 1 and Z1 = 0 representing the inter-
vention and control groups, respectively. Here, the covariate stratum-specific risk
differences φ1x−φ0x or risk ratios φ1x/φ0x, or their marginal counterparts based
on standardized risks

∑
x φzxP (Xi = x), would not be causal contrasts without

further assumptions on the treatment assignment mechanism. We will argue
that ruling out unmeasured confounding requires a specific kind of between-
group exchangeability in addition to the within-group property stated in (1.2).

1.2. Literature Review: Exchangeability and Causal Inference

A connection between the original probabilistic concept of exchangeability and
causal inference was first suggested by Lindley and Novick (1981, p. 51); how-
ever, the authors did not pursue this further. This connection was pointed
out later by Greenland and Robins (1986) in the context of non-identifiability
of causal parameters due to confounding. However, in the causal inference
literature (e.g., Greenland, Robins and Pearl, 1999; Hernán and Robins, 2006;
Greenland and Robins, 2009), ‘exchangeability’ has been interpreted in terms
of potential outcomes (instead of observable quantities), and the connection of
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this concept to its Bayesian interpretation appears to have been lost. In this
paper, we highlight the similarities between causal reasoning based on unit-
level exchangeability and the now more common formulation based on potential
outcomes.

We aim to provide a sequel to the classic account of Lindley and Novick
(1981) that takes into account the numerous developments that have taken
place in causal inference theory and methodology since. The utility of the con-
cept of exchangeability and the account of Lindley and Novick (1981) have been
disputed by Pearl (2009, p. 177–180) (see also Lindley, 2002), who argued that
probability theory alone is not adequate for providing a comprehensive frame-
work for causal reasoning (which, in fact, Lindley and Novick never attempted).
Rather than enter this debate, we concentrate on clarifying the connection be-
tween the probabilistic notion of exchangeability and causal inference, using
exchangeability as the basis of the ‘causal model.’ A causal model is neces-
sary to define the causal contrast of interest, as well as to define the notion of
confounding and to state the identifying conditions required for unconfounded
inferences.

We follow the key insight of Lindley and Novick (1981, p. 45) that “inference
is a process whereby one passes from data on a set of units to statements about a
further unit.” Because we can only ever observe outcomes for any individual unit
under a single exposure pattern, it seems reasonable to base statistical inferences
about causal effects on an explicit assumption of ‘similarity’ (or more precisely,
indistinguishability) of the individual instances. To assume an exchangeable
structure is always appropriate after sufficient relevant information has been in-
cluded (Gelman et al., 2004, p. 6); however, what constitutes sufficient relevant
information in causal inference settings often has to be decided based on prior
information alone, as noted by Greenland and Robins (2009). That is, causal
inferences from observational settings necessarily rely on prior information re-
garding the causal mechanisms involved; the role of prior information can be
made explicit in Bayesian inference.

Several other authors have attempted to make connections between classical
statistical models and causal models. In particular Dawid (2000), Arjas and Parner
(2004), and Chib (2007) have suggested that the potential outcomes notation
is redundant in formulating causal models, and similar arguments have been
made both in Bayesian and frequentist settings. Baker (2013) gave a probabilis-
tic interpretation to confounding and collider biases. Many of the formulations
put forth as alternatives to potential outcomes are based on introducing a hy-
pothetical ‘randomized’ or ‘experimental’ probability measure that is used to
formulate the causal quantity of interest (Dawid and Didelez, 2010; Røysland,
2011; Arjas, 2012; Saarela et al., 2015; Commenges, 2019). Inference then be-
comes a matter of linking the experimental measure to the observational one
thought to have generated the data, which involves assumptions about the ab-
sence of unmeasured confounding. Other formulations are based on structural
definitions, where a deterministic relationship is assumed between observed and
latent variables (Commenges and Gégout-Petit, 2015; Ferreira, 2019).

The ‘no confounding’ assumption required for identification of the causal ef-
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fect under these formulations is usually expressed in terms of latent variables, or
equivalence of certain components of the experimental and observational joint
distributions, termed by Dawid and Didelez (2010) as the ‘stability’ assump-
tion. Bühlmann (2020) termed a similar property ‘invariance’ and formulated
causal inference in terms of a risk minimization problem. Ferreira (2015) framed
an exchangeability property concerning the treatment assignment mechanism as
a ‘no confounding’ type assumption, but they did not connect it to Bayesian
inference. We are not aware of exchangeability (in its original meaning as a
symmetry property of probability distributions) otherwise used as a causal as-
sumption; Dawid et al. (2016) used it as an inferential assumption needed in
addition to a ‘no confounding’ type assumption. Dawid (2021) made a distinc-
tion between post-treatment and pre-treatment exchangeability, where the lat-
ter is closely related to the notion of partial exchangeability of outcomes within
treatment and control groups separately, while the former involves a judgment
of similarity of the groups being compared before they received treatment. A
further ignorability condition concerning the treatment assignment mechanism
is needed for causal inferences based on the observed responses in the treatment
and control groups.

Like Dawid (2021), we consider partial exchangeability, as defined above, as
a starting point, suggesting parametric inferences based on the representation
theorem. However, while this within-group exchangeability is sufficient for pre-
dicting the outcome for a further exchangeable unit, causal inferences require a
judgment on exchangeability between groups, that is, between treated and un-
treated units, reflecting the absence of confounding due to the group character-
istics. In this work, our primary objective is to formulate the required condition
as a probabilistic symmetry property. Furthermore, we show that this property
indeed is an identifiability condition for causal effects as it implies ignorability
of the treatment assignment mechanism. Under this condition, the parameters
suggested by the representation theorem have a causal interpretation, which
provides a link to Bayesian causal inferences. We further extend this reasoning
to longitudinal settings, where in addition to biases due to confounding, we can
encounter biases related to conditioning on intermediate variables. Similar to
Ferreira (2019), we adopt a structural model notation as this allows us to draw
connections between the different causal models but with a focus on Bayesian
causal inference.

1.3. Manuscript Outline

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the necessary notation
and concepts. In Section 3, we propose a definition of conditional exchangeability
to be used as an identifying condition for estimating causal effects. We show that
this condition implies ignorability of the treatment assignment mechanism and
relate it to alternative conditions based on causal diagrams and potential out-
comes. In Section 4, we give a Bayesian definition of a marginal causal contrast
and consider inference under observational settings. In Section 5, we consider
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extending the proposed framework to longitudinal settings. We conclude with a
discussion in Section 6.

2. Notation and foundations

2.1. Structural Assumption

It is convenient for our derivations to assume that the outcome random variable,
Yi, is determined by the structural rule Yi = f(Zi, Xi, Ui), where Zi represents
treatment assignment, Xi observed potential confounders, and Ui unobserved
factors that may be determinants of Yi and may or may not also be confounders.
This structural assumption is quite general as the model can be readily mod-
ified to include further stochastic elements such as additive ‘residual’ errors.
Note that in the structural definition, we may consider specific interventions
on treatment and write f(z,Xi, Ui), as if random variable Zi has a degenerate
distribution at z, and so that the intervention is independent of (Xi, Ui). Note
also that the structural definition is essentially identical to the potential out-
come construction; in the conventional notation, the potential outcome is given
by Yi(z) ≡ f(z,Xi, Ui). In what follows, we always assume ‘general’ infinite
exchangeability of the sequence ((Zi, Xi, Ui))

∞
i=1 (and consequently (Yi)

∞
i=1 as

it is determined by the former) over the individual indices i, which also im-
plies exchangeability of the sequence (Wi)

∞
i=1 of the observable random vectors

Wi = (Yi, Zi, Xi). For finite sequences of these, in places we use vector notation
(Wi)

n
i=1 = (W1, . . . ,Wn).

2.2. Experimental and Observational Designs

The objective of causal inference is to quantify the effect of assigning a treatment
level, z, (relative to an alternative level z′) on the outcome, independent of any
other determinants of the outcome. Such an allocation mechanism is commonly
termed experimental. We label the corresponding probability distributions of
observations under such a setting by E . If the independence is not known to
be present, the mechanism is termed observational, or non-experimental. The
corresponding distributions are labeled by O. The independence requirement
may be expressed as the factorization

Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi, Xi = xi, Ui ∈ dui; E

)
(2.1)

= Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi); E

)

× Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(Xi = xi, Ui ∈ dui); E

)
,
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for any n ≥ 1, where each of the factors on the right-hand side has a represen-
tation of the form of (1.3). From this it also follows that Zj ⊥⊥ (Xk, Uk) for all
j, k, where we use ⊥⊥ to denote statistical independence. This expression could
be generalized to allow the treatment assignment to depend on the observed
characteristics Xi, but in what follows we proceed with (2.1).

2.3. Directed Acyclic Graphs

In subsequent sections, our explanations are assisted by the use of directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) to illustrate the underlying relationships between the
variables. In the Bayesian framework, we can regard a posited DAG as encapsu-
lating structural prior knowledge related to the observable quantities, and they
may be considered either conditional on or marginalized over parameters in
models. In this paper we use the terms ‘knowledge,’ ‘information,’ and ‘opinion’
interchangeably to describe the a priori-held subjective beliefs – both qualita-
tive and quantitative – of the experimenter. As a notational device, we will use
structural definitions to illustrate the link between the information encoded in
a DAG and the corresponding probability statements.

The DAG in the left-hand panel of Figure 1 illustrates the relationship be-
tween variables as described in Section 2.1 and where Z is assigned experimen-
tally. Figure 1 relates to a single individual i; by convention, in the frequentist
setting, the nodes on a single DAG are interpreted to indicate probabilistic re-
lationships for random variables relating to an archetypal individual present
in a random sample, with the graph replicated identically across the indepen-
dent draws i = 1, . . . , n. As indicated by equation (1.3), however, under an
assumption of exchangeability, the collections of variables Wi, i = 1, . . . , n are
not marginally independent, but instead are conditionally independent given pa-
rameter P . Under the assumption of exchangeability of theWi, the most general
DAG would have an additional node containing P from which arrows into the
complete collection of variables would emanate (Figure A1 in Supplementary
Appendix A; Saarela, Stephens and Moodie, 2022).

Zi

Xi

UiE

Yi Zi

Xi

UiO

Yi

Fig 1. Left-hand panel: DAG depicting a randomized setting labeled E. The dotted arrow
Zi −→ Yi is absent if there is no treatment effect. Right-hand panel: DAG depicting an
observational setting labeled O. The arrow Xi −→ Zi is the distinguishing feature of O

compared to E; conditioning on Zi would open a confounding ‘backdoor’ path from Zi to Yi.
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3. Exchangeability and ignorability

3.1. Exchangeability Under Randomization

Under the randomized setting E , factorization (2.1) and the general exchange-
ability of (Xi, Ui) imply an additional exchangeability property that we can give
a causal interpretation. A similar property can then be considered as an iden-
tifying assumption for causal effects in an observational setting O, where this
property is not implied by design. Now, taking A ≡ {Zj = z, Zk = z′} to be the
observed treatment assignment,

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | A; E) (3.1)

= Pr
(
f(z,Xj, Uj) = y, f(z′, Xk, Uk) = y′ | A; E

)

= Pr
(
f(z,Xj, Uj) = y, f(z′, Xk, Uk) = y′; E

)

= Pr
(
f(z,Xk, Uk) = y, f(z′, Xj, Uj) = y′; E

)

= Pr
(
f(z,Xk, Uk) = y, f(z′, Xj, Uj) = y′ | A; E

)

for all (y, y′) and (z, z′). Here the first equality followed from the functional def-
inition, third from exchangeability and second and fourth from independence
of the assignment mechanism. In particular, (3.1) states that under the exper-
imental setting, the joint distribution of the two outcomes is the same under
a hypothetical switch of the interventions. Thus, taking z = 1 and z′ = 0 and
A ≡ {Zj = 1, Zk = 0}, the property

Pr
(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y, f(0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | A; E

)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xk, Uk) = y, f(0, Xj, Uj) = y′ | A; E

)

suggests a causal interpretation; the joint distribution of the outcomes does
not depend on which individual was actually assigned treatment z = 1. In
other words, the known treatment assignment A is not informative of the other
determinants of the outcomes. This property does not follow from the previously
assumed exchangeability over i

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0; E)

= Pr(Yk = y, Yj = y′ | Zj = 0, Zk = 1; E),

that is, even under the experimental setting, the statement

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0; E)

= Pr(Yk = y, Yj = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0; E)

would only be true if there were no treatment effect. While we could consider
such ‘under the null’ causal exchangeability statements, the structural model
allows us to make explicit the hypothetical switching of the treatments without
this restriction.
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Statement (3.1) can be extended to any finite sequence of observations, con-
ditional on a sequence of treatment assignments, as

Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(f(zi, Xi, Ui) = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi); E

)
(3.2)

= Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(f(zi, Xρ(i), Uρ(i)) = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi); E

)

for any permutation ρ(.) of the indices. In the remainder of this section we show
that under property (3.2), the parameters implied by representation (1.3), such
as contrasts of treatment group specific outcome frequencies/risks, have a causal
interpretation. We note first that by (3.2), considering permutations only within
the treatment groups, the sequences of ‘treated’ random variables f(1, Xi, Ui)
and ‘untreated’ random variables f(0, Xi, Ui) are partially exchangeable. Thus,
the within-group exchangeability of outcome sequences (1.2) is a special case of
(3.2), the interpretation being that the stronger condition extends partial ex-
changeability to certain kinds of between-group comparisons. Essentially, (3.2)
states that the remaining determinants, observed and unobserved, of the out-
comes are exchangeable between the treatment groups. We note that (3.2) would
follow from assuming Xi and Ui to be similarly exchangeable, but this would
be an unnecessarily strong assumption, as in (3.2) this is only required for the
aspects of Xi and Ui that are determinants of the outcome.

We term property (3.1) and its extension (3.2) as ‘conditional exchangeabil-
ity’ to distinguish them from the previously assumed partial exchangeability.
While under the experimental setting these were implied by the latter and the
known properties of the treatment assignment mechanism, under observational
settings considered in Section 3.2, a similar property will have to be assumed a
priori. When the assignment mechanism is unknown, this is a strong assumption,
but one that is needed for the identifiability of causal effects based on observa-
tional studies. It then becomes important that the conditional exchangeability
statements imply properties of the treatment assignment mechanism. To see
this, from (3.1) it follows that

∑
y′ Pr

(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y, f(0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | A; E

)

=
∑

y′ Pr
(
f(1, Xk, Uk) = y, f(0, Xj, Uj) = y′ | A; E

)

⇒Pr
(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y | A; E

)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xk, Uk) = y | A; E

)
,

that is, f(1, Xj, Uj) | (Zj = 1, Zk = 0)
d
= f(1, Xk, Uk) | (Zj = 1, Zk = 0)

under E . If we further assume that the treatment assignment of individual k is
not informative of the outcome of individual j and vice versa (corresponding
to the common assumption of ‘no interference between units’, cf. Rubin, 1978;
Lindley and Novick, 1981, p. 58) we have that

f(1, Xj, Uj) | (Zj = 1)
d
= f(1, Xk, Uk) | (Zk = 0).
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Further, by general exchangeability we have that

f(1, Xj, Uj) | (Zj = 1)
d
= f(1, Xk, Uk) | (Zk = 1),

and combining this with the previous, that f(1, Xi, Ui) ⊥⊥ Zi under E . By a
symmetrical argument, we can show that f(0, Xi, Ui) ⊥⊥ Zi, and finally that
f(z,Xi, Ui) ⊥⊥ Zi, z ∈ {0, 1} in the Pr distribution. This independence property
was implied by (3.1) and the no interference between units assumption.

While the previous applies marginally, symmetry property (3.2) holds true
also conditional on the parameters implied by the de Finetti representation, fol-
lowing the arguments in the Appendix. We also note that in the P distribution,
the ‘no interference between units’ property is implied by the general exchange-
ability due to the resulting i.i.d. structure. Thus, we also have f(z,Xi, Ui) ⊥⊥ Zi
in the P distribution, which is equivalent to the ignorability condition Yi(z) ⊥⊥ Zi
commonly stated in terms of potential outcomes. We return to this connection in
Section 3.6 but note that under the randomized setting, we have demonstrated
that exchangeability and ignorability both express a similar ‘no confounding’
property. This property allows for unconfounded comparisons of the treatment
arms in terms of long-run outcome frequencies. Expressing this as a probabilis-
tic symmetry statement allows us to make use of Bayesian concepts in outlining
a causal modeling framework. A perceived strength of the potential outcomes
framework is being able to express causal contrasts of interest directly in terms of
the average potential outcomes, such as E[Y (1)]−E[Y (0)] and E[Y (1)]/E[Y (0)]
for risk difference and ratio, respectively, without referring to parameters in sta-
tistical models. Similar constructs are also possible in the present framework,
which we will address in Section 4.

3.2. Exchangeability in the Observational Setting

While it was helpful to demonstrate the ideal properties of the experimental set-
ting, we are actually interested in inferences under observational settings, where
we do not choose the treatment assignment mechanism and the exchangeability
of the subpopulations being compared does not follow from the study design.
We consider a hypothetical study of the effect of initiation of antiretroviral
therapy on CD4 cell counts, based on a cohort of n HIV patients. Specifically,
for i = 1, . . . , n, let random variable Xi represent a baseline CD4 cell count
measurement for HIV-positive individual i, Zi represent the decision to initiate
antiretroviral therapy at the baseline time point, and Yi the CD4 cell count
measurement after a fixed time has passed since baseline. Further, let Ui be a
latent variable representing the underlying immune status of individual i, some
facet of which could possibly be captured by Xi. We know that individuals with
lower CD4 cell counts, Xi, are more likely to initiate treatment; the correlation
between Ui and Xi further implies that those with weakened underlying immune
function are more likely to initiate treatment. Thus, the factorization in (2.1)
likely does not hold. Such dependencies are illustrated in the right-hand DAG
in Figure 1.
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If we are interested in the causal effect of treatment initiation, it seems ap-
propriate to formulate the causal estimand of interest in terms of a hypothetical
randomized trial that otherwise resembles the observational setting but where
(2.1) holds. The structural assumption Yi = f(Zi, Xi, Ui) can be taken to ap-
ply under both settings, and the distribution of (Xi, Ui) can also be assumed
to be the same as we don’t actually observe any data under E . The problem
of causal inference then involves making probability statements about the esti-
mand specified under E based on data collected under O. Based on the context,
a simple comparison in terms of the summary statistics of the outcomes among
those observed to be treated and those observed not would be confounded ; a
numerical example demonstrating this is presented in Supplementary Appendix
B. We formalize this concept in Section 4, where we introduce an explicit causal
estimand and its estimator. Before that, we attempt to understand this non-
comparability of the groups through a probabilistic exchangeability statement
between individuals representative of those groups and propose this statement
as an identifying condition for causal effects.

Consider a comparison of two individuals, j and k, with observed treatment
assignments Zj = 1 and Zk = 0, respectively, but with the outcome yet to be
observed. As in Section 3.1, we consider whether the outcomes of these two indi-
viduals are exchangeable (pairwise) under a hypothetical intervention to reverse
their treatments; if so, a comparison of their outcomes under the actual treat-
ment assignments would be informative of the causal effect of the treatment.
We again take the outcome to be determined by a structural model, in which
case the required exchangeability property conditional on A ≡ {Zj = 1, Zk = 0}
can be expressed as

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | A;O) (3.3)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y, f(0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | A;O

)

= Pr
(
f(0, Xj, Uj) = y′, f(1, Xk, Uk) = y | A;O

)

for all (y, y′), which mirrors the property obtained under E . We emphasize that
a statement such as (3.3) could usually only be made on a subjective basis,
conditional on information concerning the study design and data generating
mechanism; it represents a strong assumption requiring no unmeasured con-
founding. In addition, the causal question of interest, including the role of the
variables in the data generating mechanism, must be stated a priori ; without
this knowledge, we would not know which exchangeability judgment is relevant
for drawing causal inferences. Identity (3.3) could be extended to any finite
sequence similar to (3.2). If this property holds under O, and we additionally
assume no interference between units, we would obtain Zi ⊥⊥ f(z,Xi, Ui) under
O.

Central to (3.3) for causal considerations is the extent to which group as-
signment can tell us about the other characteristics of the groups through the a
priori knowledge of the relationships between the variables. If statement (3.3)
was true, the treatment and reference groups, and individuals j and k, would
be directly comparable, implying that a comparison of the two groups through
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a suitable summary statistic, for instance

∑n

i=1 ziyi∑n

i=1 zi
−

∑n

i=1(1− zi)yi∑n

i=1(1− zi)

would be free from confounding. However, exchangeability of the units of in-
ference implies that the labels of the units do not carry relevant information
(e.g., Bernardo and Smith, 1994, p. 168; Gelman et al., 2004, p. 6), which is
now clearly not the case because of how the comparison was constructed: a pri-
ori we would expect individual j to have lower baseline CD4 count than k based
on the treatment assignments.

3.3. Restoring Exchangeability Through Conditioning.

The strong assumption in (3.3) can be weakened using conditioning. In the ex-
ample above, if the baseline CD4 count sufficiently represents the indication to
initiate treatment, we can stratify on this variable to achieve better comparabil-
ity. Let now j and k index treated (Zj = 1) and untreated (Zk = 0) individuals
matched on the condition Xj = Xk = x (say, baseline CD4 count). Now, we
could assume conditional on Ax ≡ {Zj = 1, Zk = 0, Xj = Xk = x} that

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Ax;O) (3.4)

= Pr
(
f(1, x, Uj) = y, f(0, x, Uk) = y′ | Ax;O

)

= Pr
(
f(0, x, Uj) = y′, f(1, x, Uk) = y | Ax;O

)

for all (y, y′). Similar to the discussion in Section 3.1, (3.4) implies that f(z, x, Uj) |

(Zj = 1, Zk = 0, Xj = Xk = x)
d
= f(z, x, Uk) | (Zj = 1, Zk = 0, Xj = Xk = x)

under O. And further, under the assumption of no interference between the
units, Zi ⊥⊥ f(z, x, Ui) | Xi = x under O. Condition (3.4) can be extended to
any finite sequence matched on x, similar to (3.2). Because (3.4) applies also
under the experimental setting E and we assume the distribution of the baseline
characteristics (Xi, Ui) to be the same in both O and E , we also have that

Pr(Yi | Zi = z,Xi = x; E)

= Pr(f(z, x, Ui) | Zi = z,Xi = x; E)

= Pr(f(z, x, Ui) | Xi = x; E)

= Pr(f(z, x, Ui) | Xi = x;O)

= Pr(f(z, x, Ui) | Zi = z,Xi = x;O)

= Pr(Yi | Zi = z,Xi = x;O).

Following the arguments in the Appendix, the same property would also apply in
the i.i.d. distribution implied by the infinite exchangeability. The corresponding
equivalence

P (Yi | Zi, Xi; E) = P (Yi | Zi, Xi;O)
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is the ‘no confounding’ condition termed stability by Dawid and Didelez (2010).
Here exchangeability implies stability for the conditional outcome distribution,
which is one of the required identifying conditions for inferences on marginal
causal contrasts (Section 4.2).

3.4. Connection to Posterior Predictive Inferences

Comparison (3.4) involved two individuals with an opposite treatment assign-
ment and is the relevant comparison for causal considerations. For predictive
considerations, the general infinite exchangeability is sufficient, implying the
partial exchangeability of the outcomes within subgroups with the same char-
acteristics, that is,

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Zj = Zk = z,Xj = Xk = x;O) (3.5)

= Pr(Yj = y′, Yk = y | Zj = Zk = z,Xj = Xk = x;O).

The pairwise exchangeability statement (3.5) extends from observed units i =
1, . . . , n to further similarly matched units j and k, j, k > n, which motivates the
use of posterior predictive inferences within the treatment groups. The further
conditional exchangeability consideration (3.4) suggests that the predictions can
be compared across the treatment groups as

∑

x

(
E[Yj | Zj = 1, Xj = x,D1x;O] (3.6)

− E[Yk | Zk = 0, Xk = x,D0x;O]
) 1
n

n∑

i=1

1{Xi=x}

≈
∑

x

(∑n

i=1 1{Xi=x}ziyi∑n

i=1 1{Xi=x}zi

−

∑n

i=1 1{Xi=x}(1− zi)yi∑n
i=1 1{Xi=x}(1− zi)

)
1

n

n∑

i=1

1{Xi=x},

where Dzx ≡ {Wi : i ∈ Inzx} denotes the observed data on the matched groups
and where the last form follows by approximating the within-stratum posterior
predictive means by the sample means (cf. Lindley and Novick, 1981, p. 47).
Thus, the above recovers the classical direct standardization formula for the
marginal treatment effect (Keiding and Clayton, 2014, also known as the back-
door adjustment formula, Pearl, 2009).

For Bayesian inference, if the strata are too small for the use of the di-
rect standardization formula, one would instead have to pool the observed data
and connect them to the predictions through parametric probability models.
We will formalize this in the following section but note here that the model-
ing approach requires the existence of parameter vectors Φ and Ψ given which
Yj ⊥⊥ (Wi)

n
i=1 | (Zj , Xj , φ) and Xj ⊥⊥ (Xi)

n
i=1 | ψ under O, for all j = n+ 1, . . ..
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As outlined in Section 1, the existence of such parameters is implied by the par-
tial or unrestricted exchangeability assumptions. Given an observed realization
(wi)

n
i=1, a parametric counterpart to (3.6) can be given as

∫

φ,ψ

∑

x

(
E[Yj | Zj = 1, Xj = x, φ;O] (3.7)

− E[Yk | Zk = 0, Xk = x, φ;O]
)

× P (Xj = x | ψ;O) dQ(φ, ψ | (wi)
n
i=1;O).

It is apparent from (3.7) that drawing causal inferences is possible if the stability
property of Section 3.3 applies to the pairwise comparisons

E[Yj | Zj = 1, Xj = x, φ;O]

− E[Yk | Zk = 0, Xk = x, φ;O],

with φ parametrizing the causal effect of Zi on Yi when controlling for Xi as in
this case, the inferences would be the same as under the experimental design.
However, parametrizing causal effects directly would be reliant on statistical
models, whereas the convention in causal inference literature, especially in po-
tential outcome formulations, is to define the causal contrasts of interest first
without reference to models. We address model-free definitions of causal con-
trasts in the present framework in Section 4.1, where parametric models may
then be utilized to obtain estimators for such contrasts.

3.5. Connection to Other Latent Variable Formulations

Under the point treatment setting, the implications of the infinite extension of
criterion (3.4) are equivalent to other conditions for unconfounded inferences
stated in terms of conceptual latent variables representing general confounding.
For instance, Definition 1 of Arjas (2012) connects unconfounded inferences to
the conditional independence property Zi ⊥⊥ Ui | Xi. This in turn directly im-
plies that Zi ⊥⊥ f(z, x, Ui) | Xi = x, and further the stability property similarly
to Section 3.3.

Although formulations in terms of latent variables need not rely on causal
graphs, the absence of unmeasured confounders can be stated equivalently in
terms of the back-door criterion of Pearl (2009, p. 79); in the absence of a di-
rect arrow Ui −→ Zi in the right-hand panel of Figure 1, Xi blocks every path
between Zi and Yi that contains an arrow into Zi (and is not a descendant
of Zi), which implies that Xi is sufficient to control for confounding. Alterna-
tively, the conditional independence property Zi ⊥⊥ Ui | Xi can be read directly
from the graph of Figure 1 using, for example, the moralization criterion of
Lauritzen et al. (1989).

3.6. Connection to the Potential Outcomes Notation

Under the structural definition of the outcome, we can take the potential out-
comes of individual i to be determined by Yi(z) = f(z,Xi, Ui) (cf. Pearl, 2009, p.
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98), with the observed outcome given by Yi = Yi(Zi) (the latter is known as the
consistency assumption, e.g., Cole and Frangakis, 2009; VanderWeele, 2009a;
Pearl, 2010). As discussed in the previous two sections, the infinite extension of
the symmetry property (3.4) implies that Zi ⊥⊥ f(z, x, Ui) | Xi = x under O.
This is equivalent to the statement

Yi(z) ⊥⊥ Zi | Xi, (3.8)

which is in fact the probabilistic ‘conditional exchangeability’ condition as de-
fined by Hernán and Robins (2006, p. 579), or a consequence of the first part of
the strongly ignorable treatment assignment condition, as defined by Rosenbaum and Rubin
(1983, p. 43). We note that making statements about the joint distribution of
the potential outcomes (as in strong ignorability) is not necessary for identifi-
cation of causal contrasts; the weak version involving (3.8) suffices. Although
Rubin (1978, p. 41) uses the term exchangeability in the usual Bayesian sense
to justify an i.i.d. model construction, as far as we know, the connection be-
tween the Bayesian notion of exchangeability and the condition stated in terms
of potential outcomes has not been made or studied within the framework of
Rubin’s causal model (as termed by Holland, 1986). In contrast, this connec-
tion is implied in Greenland and Robins (1986), Greenland, Robins and Pearl
(1999) and Greenland and Robins (2009).

We note that, under the probabilistic exchangeability condition (3.4), we

had that f(z, x, Uj) | (Zj = 1, Zk = 0, Xj = Xk = x)
d
= f(z, x, Uk) | (Zj =

1, Zk = 0, Xj = Xk = x), that is, the remaining determinants of the outcome
under the structural model have the same population distribution between the
treatment groups. Requiring that these determinants also have the same em-
pirical distribution between the groups being compared would correspond to
the deterministic exchangeability condition laid out by Greenland and Robins
(1986, p. 415). This is unnecessarily strong for unconfounded inferences; it
rules out both confounding and imbalance (e.g., the chance imbalances that
could arise even under complete randomization). If we could condition on all
of the determinants of the outcome, the symmetry property conditional on
Axu ≡ {Zj = 1, Zk = 0, Xj = Xk = x, Uj = Uk = u} could be written as

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Axu;O)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y, f(0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | Axu;O

)

= Pr
(
f(0, Xj, Uj) = y′, f(1, Xk, Uk) = y | Axu;O

)

=

{
1, when (y, y′) =

(
f(1, x, u), f(0, x, u)

)

0, when (y, y′) 6=
(
f(1, x, u), f(0, x, u)

)
.

Thus, with this conditioning, the outcome is a deterministic function of the
treatment assignment, and exchangeability applies trivially. This level of condi-
tioning would be required for identifying individual level causal effects, which
is impossible in practice (the ‘fundamental problem of causal inference’ as dis-
cussed by Holland, 1986). The probabilistic condition is sufficient for identifying
population-level effects. In the following section, we connect our concept of con-
ditional exchangeability to Bayesian causal inference.
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4. Definition and estimation of causal contrasts

4.1. Causal Contrasts Defined in Terms of Posterior Predictive

Expectations

As noted by Greenland (2012), causal inference can alternatively be formulated
as a prediction problem or a missing data problem; the potential outcomes nota-
tion corresponds to the latter formulation. In the Bayesian framework, a causal
contrast of interest may be naturally defined in terms of posterior predictive
expectations for further exchangeable individuals under the hypothetical ex-
perimental setting already introduced above. We define the causal contrast of
interest under the randomized setting in terms of the limits

lim
n−→∞

E[Yj | Zj = z, (wi)
n
i=1; E ] (4.1)

− lim
n−→∞

E[Yk | Zk = z′, (wi)
n
i=1; E ],

where j 6= k > n and (wi)
n
i=1 is a hypothetical exchangeable sequence under

E . We may consider such a contrast for arbitrary settings of the treatment
indicators z and z′, thus mimicking the classical ‘intervention’ formulation of
the causal contrast. Note, however, that no special mathematical definitions or
tools, other than those associated with fundamental exchangeability concepts,
are required in this definition.

By de Finetti’s representation theorem, the joint distribution of the data may
be written

Pr
(
(Wi)

n
i=1; E

)
(4.2)

=

∫

θ

n∏

i=1

P (Wi | θ; E) dQ(θ; E)

=

∫

φ,ψ

n∏

i=1

[P (Yi | zi, xi, φ; E)P (Xi | ψ; E)] dQ(φ, ψ; E)

×

∫

γ

n∏

i=1

P (Zi | γ; E) dQ(γ; E),

where θ = (φ, γ, ψ) represents a partition of the joint parameter vector corre-
sponding to the above factorization of the joint parameter-conditional distribu-
tion of Wi = (Yi, Zi, Xi) in the second line, provided parameter Γ is a priori
independent of the parameters (Φ,Ψ) (cf. Gelman et al., 2004, p. 354–355). Be-
cause all of these parameters are defined under E , this independence follows from
the factorization (2.1), understanding the parameters as long-run summaries of
the observable sequences. Now for any j > n the expectations in (4.1) may be
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written as

E[Yj | zj , (wi)
n
i=1; E ] (4.3)

=
∑

yj ,xj

yj Pr(yj , xj | zj , (wi)
n
i=1; E)

=

∑
yj ,xj

yj
∫
φ,ψ

∏
i∈{1,...,n,j} Li(φ, ψ) dQ(φ, ψ; E)

∑
yj,xj

∫
φ,ψ

∏
i∈{1,...,n,j} Li(φ, ψ) dQ(φ, ψ; E)

=
∑

yj ,xj

yj

∫

φ,ψ

Lj(φ, ψ) dQ(φ, ψ | (wi)
n
i=1; E),

where Li(φ, ψ) ≡ P (yi | zi, xi, φ; E)P (xi | ψ; E). Here the terms involving pa-
rameters Γ cancel out because Zi ⊥⊥ Xi under E (and Γ ⊥⊥ (Φ,Ψ)); note that
this would not hold under the observational setting O.

If we further assume regularity conditions that allow interchanging the order
of limit and integration, the limit of the above expectation becomes

lim
n−→∞

E[Yj | zj , (wi)
n
i=1; E ] (4.4)

=
∑

xj

∫

φ,ψ

E[Yj | zj, xj , φ; E ]P (xj | ψ; E)

× δφ0
(φ)δψ0

(ψ) dφdψ

=
∑

xj

E[Yj | zj , xj , φ0; E ]P (xj | ψ0; E),

assuming that the posterior distribution converges to a degenerate distribution
at the true parameter values (φ0, ψ0) (cf. van der Vaart, 1998, p. 139). The
right-hand side here corresponds to the direct standardization/back-door for-
mula, which was previously obtained informally as Equation (3.6). Because we
interpret parameters as (unknown) functions of infinite sequences of observables
(following Bernardo and Smith, 1994, p. 173 and as per the definitions in Sec-
tion 1), form (4.4) motivates definition (4.1) as the causal parameter of interest,
as (4.4) does not depend on the prior Q(φ, ψ; E).

4.2. Estimation Under the Observational Setting

Identification: To estimate the causal contrast (4.1) defined under the exper-
imental setting E based on data collected under the observational setting O, in
(4.3) we have to make the substitutions P (Yi | zi, xi, φ; E) = P (Yi | zi, xi, φ;O)
and P (Xi | ψ; E) = P (Xi | ψ;O); the former corresponds to the stability as-
sumption, which in turn is implied by the infinite extension of the conditional
exchangeability property (3.4). The latter can be taken to be true by defini-
tion, i.e., the standard population is chosen according to the observed covariate
distribution. Under these assumptions, parameters φ and ψ have the same in-
terpretation under both settings E and O. With a given observed realization
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(wi)
n
i=1, this gives an estimator for (4.4) as

∑

xj

∫

φ,ψ

E[Yj | zj , xj , φ;O]P (xj | ψ;O) (4.5)

× dQ(φ, ψ | (wi)
n
i=1;O).

We may also wish to state an identifiability condition in frequency-based
terms. Because (4.5) is taken to be the estimator of parameter (4.4), it is nat-
ural to require consistency, which we have if limn−→∞ dQ(φ, ψ | (wi)

n
i=1;O) =

δφ0
(φ)δψ0

(ψ). In other words, the inferences will be unconfounded if

∑

xj

E[Yj | zj , xj , φ0;O]P (xj | ψ0;O)

= lim
n−→∞

E[Yj | zj , (wi)
n
i=1; E ].

A causal contrast could be defined alternatively in terms of potential outcome
variables as E[Yi(1)] − E[Yi(0)] . For unconfounded inferences, we could then
require that

∑

xi

E[Yi | Zi = z, xi;O]P (xi;O) = E[Yi(z)], (4.6)

which follows from (3.8) (e.g., Hernán and Robins, 2006, p. 579), and makes no
explicit reference to the parametrization of the problem.

Positivity: To ensure that the conditional distributions above are well defined,
we need an additional assumption known as positivity, that is, absolute con-
tinuity of the two measures under E and O (cf. Dawid and Didelez, 2010, p.
196), stated as P (Zi | xi, γ; E) ≪ P (Zi | xi, γ;O), which is equivalent to
P (Zi | xi, γ;O) = 0 ⇒ P (Zi | xi, γ; E) = 0 or P (Zi | xi, γ; E) 6= 0 ⇒ P (Zi |
xi, γ;O) 6= 0. In particular, if the treatment Zi depends deterministically on
the covariates Xi, inference across the observational and experimental settings
would not be possible.

Estimation of expectations (4.3) may be carried out using Monte Carlo in-
tegration by sampling from the posterior distribution of (Φ,Ψ). Because the
distributions P (Yi | zi, xi, φ;O) and P (Xi | ψ;O) implied by the representa-
tion theorem are unknown, these have to be replaced with statistical models
in practice. These models do not necessarily have to be parametric (that is,
having finite dimensional Φ and Ψ, cf. Bernardo and Smith, 1994, p. 228), for
instance, we would usually model P (Xi | ψ;O) with the empirical distribution
ofXi; however, in practice, the curse of dimensionality limits the use of nonpara-
metric specifications for the outcome model, and dimension-reducing modeling
assumptions will become a necessity. When finite dimensional parametrizations
are used, model misspecification becomes a potential issue. In particular, one
may lose the important property of valid inferences under the null hypothesis
of no treatment effect, which will be elaborated on in the following section.
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5. Longitudinal setting: Exchangeability and sequential

randomization

Having established the Bayesian formulation of causal inference in point treat-
ment settings, we now seek to extend this reasoning to the longitudinal case,
where confounding structures may be more complex. For simplicity, we con-
sider the two time-point case and contend that the extension to multiple time-
points follows straightforwardly. Consider now the slightly more complicated
setting in the DAG in the right panel of Figure 2, labeled by O, adapted from
Robins and Wasserman (1997), where the design variables Z1i and Z2i repre-
sent the treatment assignment to initiate or receive a particular dose of an-
tiretroviral medication starting at baseline and at a subsequent re-examination,
respectively, for individual i. Further, let Xi represent observed anemia sta-
tus at the re-examination, and Yi an HIV viral load outcome, measured at
the end of follow-up after sufficient time has passed from the re-examination.
Latent variable Ui again represents the underlying immune function of indi-
vidual i, which is expected to be a determinant of both Xi and Yi. Here Xi

being influenced by earlier treatment introduces treatment-confounder feedback
(Robins, Hernán and Brumback, 2000, p. 550), which makes the judgment of
exchangeability somewhat more involved. For the causal exchangeability con-
siderations, we take the intermediate variable and outcome to be determined by
structural models Xi = g(Z1i, Ui) and Yi = f(Z1i, Z2i, Xi, Ui).

Z2i

Xi

UiE

YiZ1i Z2i

Xi

UiO

YiZ1i

Fig 2. Left panel: DAG depicting the randomized longitudinal setting labeled by E. The dashed
arrows are absent under the null hypothesis of no treatment effect in the presence of treatment-
confounder feedback. Note that the null hypothesis also holds under an alternative DAG, where
the arrow Z1i −→ Xi is omitted, and the dotted arrow Xi −→ Yi may be present. Right panel:
DAG depicting the observational longitudinal setting labeled by O. This DAG differs from that
on the left by the arrow Xi −→ Z2i

The principal source of difficulty is represented by the latent variable Ui.
To consider its implications for inference, we first define the causal contrast of
interest in terms of a randomized setting labeled by E depicted in the left panel
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of Figure 2. We may now define the causal contrast of interest as

lim
n−→∞

E[Yj | Z1j = z1j , Z2j = z2j , (wi)
n
i=1; E ]

− lim
n−→∞

E[Yk | Z1k = z1k, Z2k = z2k, (wi)
n
i=1; E ],

where j 6= k > n. The expectations here can be represented alternatively as

lim
n−→∞

E[Yi | z1i, z2i, (wi)
n
i=1; E ] (5.1)

= E[Yi | z1i, z2i, ϕ0; E ]

or

lim
n−→∞

E[Yi | z1i, z2i, (wi)
n
i=1; E ] (5.2)

=
∑

xi

E[Yi | z1i, z2i, xi, φ
∗
0; E ]P (xi | z1i, ψ

∗
0 ; E)

or finally

lim
n−→∞

E[Yi | z1i, z2i, (wi)
n
i=1; E ] (5.3)

=
∑

xi

∫

ui

E[Yi | z1i, z2i, xi, ui, φ
†
0; E ]

× P (xi | z1i, ui, ψ
†
0; E)P (dui | η

†
0; E).

Note the different parameters ϕ, (φ∗, ψ∗), and (φ†, ψ†, η†) in the three repre-
sentations. The parametrization in (5.3) corresponds to the data generating
mechanism, the parameters of which are determined by the representation for
infinitely exchangeable random vectors (Yi, Z1i, Z2i, Xi, Ui), whereas the param-
eters that appear in (5.1) and (5.2) are consequences of the joint model obtained
by marginalization.

As was done in Section 3.2, we consider for simplicity binary or dichotomized
treatments and consider the comparability of groups selected to have a given
treatment assignment configuration. The exchangeability with respect to the in-
termediate variable Xi can be established as before. For the outcome Yi, we con-
sider exchangeability separately at the time of each treatment. The groups being
compared have the treatment assignments (Z1i = 1, Z2i = 1), (Z1i = 1, Z2i = 0),
(Z1i = 0, Z2i = 1), and (Z1i = 0, Z2i = 0). We note that the parameters ϕ in
the outcome model P (Yi | z1i, z2i, ϕ; E) corresponding to parametrization (5.1)
would not be estimatable under the observational setting O. For instance, at
the second time point, the outcomes of individuals j and k with opposite treat-
ment assignments would not be exchangeable (those assigned to treatment at
the second interval are likely to have better underlying immune function status
than those not assigned to treatment, with the second assignment depending on
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Xi), that is, we do not have that

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | A;O)

= Pr
(
f(1, 1, g(1, Uj), Uj) = y,

f(1, 0, g(1, Uk), Uk) = y′ | A;O
)

= Pr
(
f(1, 1, Xj, Uj) = y, f(1, 0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | A;O

)

= Pr
(
f(1, 0, Xj, Uj) = y′, f(1, 1, Xk, Uk) = y | A;O

)
,

where A ≡ {Z1j = Z1k = 1, Z2j = 1, Z2k = 0}.
Instead, we can adopt parametrization (5.2) and model the conditional distri-

butions P (Yi | z1i, z2i, xi, φ
∗;O) and P (Xi | z1i, ψ

∗; E). Now based on Figure 2
we have that Z1i ⊥⊥ Ui and Z2i ⊥⊥ Ui | (Z1i, Xi) under O, which together imply
the sequential randomization condition discussed by e.g., Dawid and Didelez
(2010, p. 200), or stability P (Yi | Z1i, Z2i, Xi; E) = P (Yi | Z1i, Z2i, Xi;O) and
P (Xi | Z1i; E) = P (Xi | Z1i;O). Stability would be sufficient to ensure non-
parametric identification of the marginal causal contrast because

P (Yi | z1i, z2i; E)

=
∑

xi

∫

ui

P (Yi, Z1i = z1i, Z2i = z2i, xi, dui; E)

P (Z1i = z1i, Z2i = z2i; E)

=
∑

xi

∫

ui

P (Yi | z1i, z2i, xi, ui; E)P (xi | z1i, ui; E)

× P (dui | z1i; E)

=
∑

xi

∫

ui

P (Yi | z1i, z2i, xi, ui; E)P (xi | z1i; E)

× P (dui | z1i, z2i, xi; E)

=
∑

xi

∫

ui

P (Yi, dui | z1i, z2i, xi; E)P (xi | z1i; E)

=
∑

xi

P (Yi | z1i, z2i, xi; E)P (xi | z1i; E)

=
∑

xi

P (Yi | z1i, z2i, xi;O)P (xi | z1i;O).

However, under the longitudinal setting introducing stratification by Xi does
not restore the conditional exchangeability of all the groups being compared.
We now do have exchangeability between individuals j and k with opposing
treatment assignments at the second time point, that is,

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Ax;O) (5.4)

= Pr
(
f(1, 1, x, Uj) = y, f(1, 0, x, Uk) = y′ | Ax;O

)

= Pr
(
f(1, 0, x, Uj) = y′, f(1, 1, x, Uk) = y | Ax;O

)
,
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where Ax ≡ {Z1j = Z1k = 1, Z2j = 1, Z2k = 0, Xj = Xk = x}. However, when
comparing individuals with opposite treatment assignments at the first time
point, the conditional exchangeability condition

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Ax;O) (5.5)

= Pr
(
f(1, 0, x, Uj) = y, f(0, 0, x, Uk) = y′ | Ax;O

)

= Pr
(
f(0, 0, x, Uj) = y′, f(1, 0, x, Uk) = y | Ax;O

)
,

where Ax ≡ {Z1j = 1, Z1k = 0, Z2j = Z2k = 0, Xj = Xk = x}, does not hold
because the prior information we have on the relationships between the variables
indicates, for example, that those without anemia and assigned to treatment at
the first interval are likely to have better immune function status than those
without anemia and no treatment at the first interval because initiation of the
treatment is in itself a cause of anemia. This would be the case also if the groups
being compared had been formed under the completely randomized setting E ,
even though the groups would be exchangeable without the stratification. In the
causal inference literature this phenomenon has been called collider stratification
bias (e.g., Greenland, 2003), Berkson’s bias or merely selection bias ; as demon-
strated, it can equally well be understood as lack of conditional exchangeability
of the groups being compared in terms of their pre-treatment characteristics. Ex-
changeability does hold matching on the initial treatment assignment Zi1, but
this would not allow estimation of the effect of Zi1. The non-exchangeability
of the groups not matched with respect to the initial treatment assignment is
illustrated in the numerical example presented in Supplementary Appendix B.

The lack of conditional exchangeability corresponding to (5.5) implies that
the parameters φ∗ in the conditional probability model P (Yi | z1i, z2i, xi, φ

∗;O)
characterizing the association between Yi and Z2i would not have a causal inter-
pretation, and thus a modeling strategy based on finite-dimensional parametriza-
tion (φ∗, ψ∗) might not be successful; without an appropriate parametrization of
the problem, we may lose the important property of valid inferences under the
null hypothesis of no treatment effect, which gives rise to the so-called null para-
dox (e.g., Robins and Wasserman, 1997, p. 411-412, Vansteelandt, Bekaert and Claeskens,
2012, p. 11; Dawid and Didelez, 2010, p. 224).

The conditional exchangeability condition (5.5) relates to the stronger condi-
tional independence condition (Z1i, Z2i) ⊥⊥ Ui | Xi required for identification
of controlled direct effects (e.g., Robins and Greenland, 1992; VanderWeele,
2009b). This does not hold under the setting of Figure 2, but exchangeabil-
ity could be restored by introducing further conditioning on Ui, which implies
that (5.3) would be the correct causal parametrization. However, because Ui is
unobserved, the use of such parametrization in practice would introduce new
identifiability problems. The null-robust reparametrization of the problem, as
suggested by Robins and Wasserman (1997, p. 415-416) might be one way to
proceed.

Regardless of the issues related to finite-dimensional parametrizations, we
note that a connection between conditional exchangeability statements and the
stability property is still preserved in the longitudinal setting. As we have
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noted above, sequential randomization is sufficient for stability, and assum-
ing conditional exchangeability under permutations of both treatment assign-
ments Z1i and Z2i is unnecessarily strong for non-parametric identifiability of
the problem. If we assume the infinite extension of exchangeability property
(5.4) with respect to permutations Z2i at fixed levels of Z1i, we note that at
the second timepoint Z1i has the same role as the observed confounders Xi.
We can then use the same arguments as in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to find that
Z2i ⊥⊥ f(z1, z2, x, Ui) | (Z1i = z1, Xi = x) under both E and O. This corresponds
to the second condition of sequential randomization and can be used to further
obtain Pr(Yi = y | Zi1 = z1, Zi2 = z2, Xi = x; E) = Pr(f(z1, z2, x, Ui) = y |
Zi1 = z1, Zi2 = z2, Xi = x; E) = Pr(f(z1, z2, x, Ui) = y | Zi1 = z1, Xi = x; E).
Here

Pr(f(z1, z2, x, Ui) = y | Zi1 = z1, Xi = x; E)

=
Pr(f(z1, z2, x, Ui) = y, g(z1, Ui) = x | Zi1 = z1; E)

Pr(g(z1, Ui) = x | Zi1 = z1; E)
.

Thus, if we have (f(z1, z2, g(z1, Ui), Ui), g(z1, Ui)) ⊥⊥ Z1i (which in turn implies
that g(z1, Ui) ⊥⊥ Z1i), under the usual assumption that the distribution of the
baseline characteristics is the same under E and O, we can get that

Pr(f(z1, z2, x, Ui) = y | Zi1 = z1, Xi = x; E)

= Pr(f(z1, z2, x, Ui) | Zi1 = z1, Xi = x;O)

= Pr(f(z1, z2, x, Ui) | Zi1 = z1, Zi2 = z2, Xi = x;O)

= Pr(Yi | Zi1 = z1, Zi2 = z2, Xi = x;O).

Using similar arguments as before, these properties also apply in the i.i.d. dis-
tribution, implying the stability property for the outcome distribution. The
first sequential randomization condition Z1i ⊥⊥ Ui would be sufficient for the
required independence, but it can also be obtained from the infinite joint ex-
changeability property for sequences of f(z1, z2, g(z1, Ui), Ui) and g(z1, Ui) con-
ditional on Z1i. Thus, we contend that while obtaining identifying conditions
for causal effects based on conditional exchangeability statements is more cum-
bersome in the presence of treatment-confounder feedback, it appears to be
possible. We also note that the required identifying conditions correspond to
(Yi(z1, z2), Xi(z1)) ⊥⊥ Z1i and Yi(z1, z2) ⊥⊥ Z2i | (Z1i, Xi) expressed in terms
of potential outcome variables if we take Yi(z1, z2) = f(z1, z2, g(z1, Ui), Ui) and
Xi(z1) = g(z1, Ui), i.e., the treatment assignments are independent of future po-
tential outcomes and intermediate variables conditional on observed past (e.g.,
Chakraborty and Murphy, 2014).

6. Discussion

We have demonstrated that the notion of exchangeability as a probabilistic
symmetry property can indeed serve as as a basis of a causal model, as was
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originally suggested by Lindley and Novick (1981). That exchangeability can be
formulated as an ignorability assumption, and that marginal causal contrasts
can be naturally defined in terms of limits of posterior predictive expectations
for further, yet unobserved, exchangeable individuals, has not been appreciated
in the causal inference literature. We do not claim that the interpretation of ex-
changeability as a causal model would have important practical advantages over
alternative causal models; the preference for a particular causal model as the
notational system is largely a matter of taste and convention. In particular, the
identifying conditions required for inferences were equivalent to corresponding
conditions stated in terms of potential outcomes. However, the proposed frame-
work links causality more closely to model parameters and does enable a more
natural incorporation of causal reasoning into the fully probabilistic Bayesian
framework, in the sense that no concepts external to de Finetti’s system are
necessary.

We demonstrated a connection between conditional exchangeability state-
ments and causal interpretation of parameters in statistical models. However, in
the longitudinal setting of Section 5, the connection between the conditional ex-
changeability properties corresponding to the model components and identifying
conditions for marginal causal contrasts defined without reference to statistical
models becomes less direct. In particular, in situations where conditioning on
intermediate variables opens backdoor paths between treatments and the out-
come, component models may not be interpretable, while the marginal causal
effects may still be identifiable. Alternative inference methods exist that can
identify the causal contrast under the sequential randomization condition and
with fewer parametric modeling assumptions; consider, for example, marginal
structural models estimated using inverse probability of treatment weighting
(Robins, Hernán and Brumback, 2000; Hernán, Brumback and Robins, 2001).
Nonetheless, exchangeability judgments may warn us of a situation where null
paradox type model misspecification issues are likely to arise. Proper under-
standing of the problem and the possible solutions are especially important
given the recent renewed interest in the parametric g-computation formula
(e.g., Taubman et al., 2009; Westreich et al., 2012; Keil et al., 2014; Jain et al.,
2016; Bijlsma et al., 2017; Neophytou et al., 2019; Shahn et al., 2019). The is-
sues related to finite dimensional parametrizations also motivate further research
into semi-parametric Bayesian inference procedures, which would allow direct
parametrization of marginal causal effects while avoiding specifications of some
of the likelihood components (cf. Saarela et al., 2015; Saarela, Belzile and Stephens,
2016).

Throughout, we assumed a functional relationship between the outcome and
its determinants, with the function f(z,Xi, Ui) understood as the equivalent of
the potential outcome Y (z). This notation allows us to decouple the observed,
potentially informative, treatment assignment from the intervention in the ex-
changeability judgments when considering switching the treatment of the units.
The assumed deterministic relationship may not be a serious limitation, as Ui
could always be thought to include the remaining (unobserved) determinants of
the outcome. However, a reviewer points out that the present framework could
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potentially be modified to allow for stochastic dependency of Y on (Z,X,U)
by introducing separate notation for the intended/assigned treatment Z and in-

tervention to administer treatment Ẑ. One could then consider exchangeability
statements of the type

Pr(Yj = y;Yk = y′ | Zj = z, Zk = z′; Ẑj = z, Zk = z′)

= Pr(Yj = y′;Yk = y | Zj = z, Zk = z′; Ẑj = z′, Zk = z),

conditional on both the assignment and the intervention (which may be differ-
ent). This has a similar interpretation as (3.1) but does not require introducing
the functional relationship for the outcome. We leave it as further work to study
whether the presented framework can be adapted accordingly to obtain the same
results.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary Appendix A

Includes Bayesian DAGs.

Supplementary Appendix B

Includes numerical examples.
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Appendix: Likelihood construction under dichotomous outcomes

Suppose that Yi ∈ {0, 1} is an outcome event indicator or dichotomized con-
tinuous or count outcome and the subsequences of these indicator variables for
treated units Zi = 1 and untreated units Zi = 0 are separately infinitely ex-
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changeable, that is, we have partial exchangeability

Pr

(
⋂

i:zi=1

(Yi = yi),
⋂

i:zi=0

(Yi = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi); E

)

= Pr

(
⋂

i:zi=1

(Yi = yρ1(i)),

⋂

i:zi=0

(Yi = yρ0(i))

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi); E

)

for any permutations ρ1 and ρ0 of the subsequences. If in addition, we assume
that the treated event count and untreated event count are sufficient statistics,
by Proposition 4.18 of Bernardo and Smith (1994), for each pair of treated and
untreated units we have that

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0; E) (6.1)

=

∫

[0,1]2
Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0, φ1, φ0; E)

× dQ(φ; E)

=

∫

[0,1]2
φy1(1 − φ1)

1−yφy
′

0 (1 − φ0)
1−y′ dQ(φ; E),

where φ = (φ0, φ1),

Q(φ; E)

= lim
n−→∞

Pr

(∑n
i=1 ziYi∑n
i=1 zi

≤ φ1,

∑n

i=1(1− zi)Yi∑n
i=1(1− zi)

≤ φ0

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi)

)

= lim
n−→∞

Pr

(∑n
i=1 zif(1, Xi, Ui)∑n

i=1 zi
≤ φ1,

∑n

i=1(1− zi)f(0, Xi, Ui)∑n

i=1(1− zi)
≤ φ0

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi)

)
,

and

φ1 = lim
n−→∞

∑n
i=1 ziYi∑n

i=1 zi

= lim
n−→∞

∑n

i=1 zif(1, Xi, Ui)∑n

i=1 zi
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and

φ0 = lim
n−→∞

∑n
i=1(1− zi)Yi∑n
i=1(1− zi)

= lim
n−→∞

∑n

i=1(1− zi)f(0, Xi, Ui)∑n

i=1(1− zi)
.

As noted before, for contrasts of the treated and untreated outcome event
frequencies such as φ1 −φ0 or φ1/φ0 to have any causal interpretation, we need
further assumptions in addition to the partial exchangeability. From the general
exchangeability, it follows that

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0; E)

=
Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′, Zj = 1, Zk = 0; E)

Pr(Zj = 1, Zk = 0; E)

=
Pr(Yj = y′, Yk = y, Zj = 0, Zk = 1; E)

Pr(Zj = 0, Zk = 1; E)

= Pr(Yj = y′, Yk = y | Zj = 0, Zk = 1; E).

Further, by the structural model and (3.1), we have that

Pr(Yj = y′, Yk = y | Zj = 0, Zk = 1; E)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xk, Uk) = y,

f(0, Xj, Uj) = y′ | Zj = 0, Zk = 1; E
)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y,

f(0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | Zj = 0, Zk = 1; E
)
,

so that

Pr
(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y,

f(0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0; E
)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y,

f(0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | Zj = 0, Zk = 1; E
)
.

This indicates that under the added conditional exchangeability assumption,
the joint distribution of f(1, Xj, Uj) and f(0, Xk, Uk) does not depend on which
one of j and k was actually assigned the treatment. More generally, we have
that

Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(f(zi, Xi, Ui) = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi); E

)
(6.2)

= Pr

(
n⋂

i=1

(f(zi, Xi, Ui) = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zρ(i) = zi); E

)
.
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This indicates that the limiting distribution Q(φ; E) and the limits φ1 and φ0 do
not depend on the actual treatment assignment. We also note that from (3.2)
it follows that

Pr

(
⋂

i:zi=1

(f(1, Xi, Ui) = yi),

⋂

i:zi=0

(f(0, Xi, Ui) = yi)

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi); E

)

= Pr

(
⋂

i:zi=1

(f(1, Xi, Ui) = yρ1(i)),

⋂

i:zi=0

(f(0, Xi, Ui) = yρ0(i))

∣∣∣∣
n⋂

i=1

(Zi = zi); E

)

for any permutations ρ1 and ρ0 of the treated and untreated subsequences. This
means that partial exchangeability still applies to the sequences of under treat-
ment random variables f(1, Xi, Ui) and without treatment random variables
f(0, Xi, Ui), enabling application of Proposition 4.18 of Bernardo and Smith
(1994) directly to the joint distribution of these. Thus, we conclude that the
likelihood is given by

Pr(Yj = y, Yk = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0, φ1, φ0; E)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xj, Uj) = y,

f(0, Xk, Uk) = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0, φ1, φ0; E
)

= Pr
(
f(1, Xk, Uk) = y,

f(0, Xj, Uj) = y′ | Zj = 1, Zk = 0, φ1, φ0; E
)
,

so symmetry property (3.1) is preserved conditional on the parameters.
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